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Atmosphere physics laboratory under S.U.Umarov Ph.T.I. AS RT have carried out investigations 

on optical and microphysical properties of arid zone aerosols from 1982 [1]. Traces of man-made 

radioactive isotopes were revealed in sands and dust compositions taken in arid zone of Tajikistan during 

Soviet-American tests on investigation of arid aerosol [2-5]. Produced result was the basis for further 

investigation of element composition for dusty haze distributed from south till central part of the country. 

We investigated samples of soil collected by natural sedimentation along dusty haze distribution and 

samples of dusty aerosol (in total 80 samples). 

Aerosol particles samples collected during dusty haze by means of natural sedimentation on the 

surface of polyethylene film and in special trays are analyzed. Samples were cleaned against large-

fragmental impurities and roots in laboratory conditions. Remaining part riddled through 1 mm sieve and 

packed for storage and investigations. Gamma – radiometric analysis was carried out by means of 

spectrometer manufactured by «Canberra» company with high purity germanium detector with relevant 

effectiveness 10% [6-8]. 

Measurements were carried out in lead shielding with 5 cm wall thickness coated internally by 

cadmium layer with 2 mm thickness. Internal surface of the shielding was decontaminated each time 

before measurements. Samples were loaded into Marinelli vessel during measurements with total volume 

of 500 cm3. Time for samples and reference measurements was selected equal to 6 hours, and time for 

background measurement (at the initial and final stage of measurements) was 24 hours.  

High isotopic compositions is registered in all distributions for dusty haze samples in comparison 

with soil samples for regions located along dusty haze distribution, in some cases up to ten times. This 

excess means that dusty haze is reached by isotopes from neighboring states. Situation danger in such 

case is radioactive isotopes which can be inhaled by human body through rich grass of foothills. It is 

necessary to carry out investigations on radon distribution and to determine relevant service locally in 

residential mountainous and foothill regions. Measured content for samples with Cs-137 (34, 36, 38, 42, 

reference) is shown in figure 1a, in other samples Cs-137 is not revealed. It is necessary to mention that 

Be-7 isotope with 30.56 Bq/kg and 36.45 Bq/kg concentrations is revealed only in two samples namely in 

№43 and 44, 226-Ra isotope (77.333 Bq/kg) is revealed in sample №12 and Th-234 isotope (32.890 

Bq/kg) is revealed in sample №22. An explanation for revealing above-mentioned isotopes is very 

complicated question. There is an assumption that it may be due to dusty haze formation source (i.e. with 



geography generation and dusty haze particles sedimentation), as well as meteorological parameters of 

atmosphere. A question regarding sources appearance for above-mentioned isotopes is beyond the limits 

of present articles and requires more detailed discussion. Attentive consideration of elements content for 

uranium-thorium lines and relevant K-40 isotope concentrations allows noting correlation between them. 

Correlation coefficients between these isotopes and К-40 are the following: r= 0.55, 0.91, 0.79, 0.68, 0.80 

for Tl-208, Bi-214, Pb-214, Ac-228 and Pb-210, accordingly. In addition to that K-40 isotope 

concentration is exceeding average level content in those places where high levels for uranium and 

thorium are registered. This fact can be an evident of one and the same geochemical processes for 

uranium and potassium concentrations increase. Man-made K-40 isotope (fig.1 b) concentrations analysis 

shows that its content in investigated samples varies from several Becquerel per kilogram for soil samples 

and till thousands and more Becquerel per kilogram for dusty haze samples.      

  

 

 
Fig.1. а, b - Cs-137 and  K-40 isotopes content (Bq/kg) for some samples; c, d- change dynamics for 

uranium and cesium content (mln-1) in arid and semi-arid zones of Tajikistan.  

 

Samples analysis collected in regions located along dusty haze distribution is carried out for 

microelement composition by X-ray fluorescence analysis method and for radionuclide presence by 

alpha-, beta- and gamma- spectrometry method. As a rule, large-scale center for dusty removal are 

characterized by soils, specific for sandy and stony plains within the framework of combined (aeolian 

plus erosive) models of dusty particles formation. Element composition for dust must correspond to soil 

composition of dusty aerosol center on the one hand, and to soil composition in monitoring region on the 

other hand.  Air and soil samples element composition identification can be also information source for 

soil-erosion aerosol genesis. Significant differences are identified for several elements by their content in 

comparison with available data for similar regions. Thus,  investigated samples contains 10 times more 

lower content of copper and lead and 100 times lower content of zinc in comparison with arid aerosol 

samples in Repetek [9] and in Nigeria [10]. 
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